Monaco™
Lifetime Designer Shingles
Value Collection
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New!
Quality You Can
Trust...From
North America’s
Largest Roofing
Manufacturer!™

www.gaf.com

The Look Of Genuine European Tile...At An Incredibly Affordable Price

™

Part of the GAF

Lifetime
Roofing
System
See back cover
for details

Color Shown:

Venetian Coral

After More Than Five Centuries, European Tile Has Finally Met Its Match!

™

“Traditional Beauty—Incredibly Priced!”
™
An industry first!
Thanks to our
advanced shingle
technology, we’re
able to create the
look of genuine
European clay tile
with up to 70%
savings.
See for yourself.

Monaco™

Traditional Tile

Designed after classic premium tile
roofing, Monaco™ Lifetime Designer
Shingles combine beauty and sophistication without the hassles associated
with tile. And for only pennies-a-day
more than standard architectural
shingles. They’re also backed by a
Lifetime ltd. warranty from GAF, North
America’s largest roofing manufacturer.
So your roof will not only last—
it will be the talk of the neighborhood!

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends
of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several
full-size shingles.

Color Shown:

Castillian Surf

V

Monaco™ Lifetime
Designer Shingles
Offer You These
Great Benefits:

• Affordable Luxury... Monaco™
Shingles are only a fraction of the cost
of traditional clay tiles, slate, wood
shakes, or expensive metal roofing
• Sophisticated Design... Artisan-crafted
shapes combined with oversized tabs
and a dimensional design result in
a sophisticated beauty unmatched
by typical shingles
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• Custom Color Palette... Specially
formulated color palette is designed to
accentuate the shingle’s natural appeal
• High Performance... Designed with
Advanced Protection ® Technology,
which minimizes
the use of natural
SHINGLES
SHINGLES
SHINGLES
resources while
providing superior
protection for your home (visit
www.gaf.com/aps to learn more)
TM

SHINGLES
SHINGLES
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• S tainGuard® Protection...
Helps assure the beauty of
your roof against unsightly
blue-green algae*
• Safer... Class A fire rating from
Underwriters Laboratories—the
highest rating possible—and safer
than wood shakes or some plastic/
synthetic shingles, which carry only
a Class C fire rating!

• Stays InWARRANTY
Place... Dura Grip Adhesive TERM
• P erfect Finishing Touch... For the
LTD.
seals each shingle tightly and reduces
best look, use Timbertex Premium
™

®

the risk of shingle blow-off. Shingles
warranted to withstand winds up to
130 mph!†
• The Ultimate Peace
Of Mind...
LTD. WARRANTY
TERMLifetime
LTD. WARRANTY TERM
ltd. transferable
warranty with Smart Choice®
Protection (non-prorated material and
installation labor coverage) for the
first ten years*

Ridge Cap Shingles with StainGuard®
Protection. In the West, use Ridglass®
Premium Ridge Cap Shingles.

SHINGLE & ACCESSORY LTD. WARRANTY

SHINGLE & ACCESSORY LTD. WARRANTY

SHINGLE & ACCESSORY LTD. WARRANTY

*See GAF Shingle & Accessory Ltd. Warranty for complete
coverage and restrictions. The word “Lifetime” means as long
WARRANTY
TERM owner of a single family detached
as the LTD.
original
individual
residence (or the second owner in certain circumstances) owns
the property where the shingles are installed. For owners/structures
not meeting above criteria, Lifetime coverage is not applicable.
130 mph wind coverage requires special installation;
see GAF Shingle & Accessory Ltd. Warranty for details.

†

Color Shown:

Amalfi Gray

Color Shown:

Monticello Brown

SHINGLE & ACCESSORY LTD. WARRAN

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products.
Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

LTD. 1WARRANTY
TER
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GAF SHINGLES
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™

BY HOME
BUILDERS!

SHINGLE & ACCESSORY LTD. WARRANTY

The Look Of Genuine European Tile...
At An Incredibly Affordable Price

Castillian Surf

Venetian Coral

Amalfi Gray

™

Valencia Sunset

SHINGLE & ACCESSORY LTD. WARRANTY

LTD. WARRANTY TERM

Monticello Brown

LTD. WARRANTY TERM

LIFETIME ROOFINGSYSTEM

Now, when you install any GAF Lifetime Shingle, you’ll automatically get:
• A Lifetime ltd. warranty on your shingles and all qualifying GAF accessories!†
• Non-prorated coverage for the first 10 years!*

Only From GAF!

www.gaf.com

Lifetime
Shingles

Roof Deck
Protection

Leak
Barrier

Starter Strip
Shingles

Cobra® Attic
Ventilation

Ridge Cap
Shingles

GAF offers you many great Lifetime
Shingle choices, including Timberline®
Shingles with Advanced Protection®
Technology. They’re the #1-selling
shingles in North America!

Allows moisture to
escape from your attic
while providing an
exceptionally strong
layer of protection
against wind-driven rain.
Also, lays flatter for a
better-looking roof.

Provides exceptional
protection against leaks
caused by roof settling
and extreme weather.
Ideal upgrade at
all vulnerable areas
(including at the eaves
in the North*).

Saves time, eliminates
waste, and reduces the
risk of blow-off...and
may even help qualify
for upgraded wind
warranty coverage

Helps remove excess
heat and moisture from
your attic that can raise
your energy bills, cause
premature peeling of
interior paint and wallpaper, and even affect
your health.

Enhances the
beauty and value
of your home—
while guarding
against leaks at the
hips and ridges.

Advanced Protection® Technology
results in superior protection for your
home, while reducing the use of
precious natural resources. That’s
better for your home—and better
for the environment!
To learn more about why
Advanced Protection®
Shingles are your best choice,
visit www.gaf.com/aps.

North

The GAF Lifetime Roofing System has earned the
prestigious Good Housekeeping Seal, which means
that Good Housekeeping stands behind the products
in this system. (Refer to Good Housekeeping
Magazine for its consumer protection policy.)

SHINGLES
SHINGLES
SHINGLES

SALES OFFICES:
NORTHEAST
717-866-8392
†

(see Shingle & Accessory
Ltd. Warranty for details).

*In the North, building code requires
the use of Leak Barrier at the eaves.

SHINGLES
SHINGLES

CENTRAL
630-296-1980

SOUTHEAST
813-829-8880

SOUTHWEST
972-851-0500

WEST
800-445-9330

WORLD
HEADQUARTERS:
973-628-3000

See GAF Shingle & Accessory Ltd. Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions. The word “Lifetime” means as long as the original individual owner of a single family
detached residence (or the second owner in certain circumstances) owns the property where the shingles and accessories are installed. For owners/structures not meeting above
criteria, Lifetime coverage is not applicable. Lifetime ltd. warranty on accessories requires the use of at least three qualifying GAF accessories and the use of Lifetime Shingles.

* On your Lifetime Shingles and qualifying GAF accessories.

GAF is a
U.S.-Based Corporation

